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SUMMARY
EGFR-specific tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), especially osimertinib, have changed lung cancer therapy,
but secondarymutations confer drug resistance. Because other EGFRmutations promote dimerization-inde-
pendent active conformations but L858R strictly depends on receptor dimerization, we herein evaluate the
therapeutic potential of dimerization-inhibitory monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), including cetuximab. This
mAb reduces viability of cells expressing L858R-EGFR and blocks the FOXM1-aurora survival pathway,
but othermutants show no responses. Unlike TKI-treated patient-derived xenografts, which relapse post osi-
mertinib treatment, cetuximab completely prevents relapses of L858R+ tumors. We report that osimertinib’s
inferiority associates with induction of mutagenic reactive oxygen species, whereas cetuximab’s superiority
is due to downregulation of adaptive survival pathways (e.g., HER2) and avoidance of mutation-prone mech-
anisms that engage AXL, RAD18, and the proliferating cell nuclear antigen. These results identify L858R as a
predictive biomarker, which may pave the way for relapse-free mAbmonotherapy relevant to a large fraction
of patients with lung cancer.
INTRODUCTION

Genome-based, personalized cancer medicine is rapidly

becoming the standard of medical oncology1: the patient tu-

mor’s genome is firstly characterized using state-of-the-art

technologies. Later, the genomic data are filtered to identify

driver aberrations and biomarkers and, finally, through a data-

base of anticancer drugs the treating oncologist can select the

most effective drugs. Treatment of non-small cell lung cancer

(NSCLC) offers a suitable example: activating mutations in

KRAS, BRAF, and the epidermal growth factor receptor

(EGFR) gene, rearrangements of ALK, NTRK, RET, and

ROS1, as well as amplifications of MET and ERBB2/HER2,

are considered actionable candidates.2 Unfortunately,

although many different EGFR mutations exist and several

lines of evidence indicate biological differences among the

mutations, currently all patients with EGFR+ lung tumors are

treated in the same way. Moreover, despite high efficacy
Cell Re
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and acceptable safety of EGFR-specific tyrosine kinase

inhibitors (TKIs), most TKI-treated NSCLC patients will even-

tually develop resistance due to new mutations or bypass

pathways.3–5

Depending on ethnicity and gender, somatic EGFR mutations

are present in 15%–40% of lung adenocarcinomas. The single

point mutation, L858R, in exon 21, and variable length deletions

in exon 19 (Del19) represent 85%–90% of all known EGFRmuta-

tions in lung cancer.6 These two highly common mutations

confer sensitivity to EGFR-specific TKIs, but a third, less com-

mon mutation, T790M, typically emerges when patients are

treated with TKIs since it confers resistance to the first- and sec-

ond-generation drugs.3,7 Rare mutations account for 10%–15%

of all EGFR mutations in NSCLC and include G719X (X denotes

A, S, C, or other amino acids), Del18, E709K, exon 19 insertions

(Ins19), S768I, L861Q, and exon 20 insertions (Ins20). The latter

are resistant to clinically approved EGFR inhibitors due to unique

mechanisms of kinase activation.8
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Although Del19 includes more than 20 variants, all these mu-

tations, along with L858R, have been classified into the ‘‘clas-

sical’’ (TKI sensitive) group. Interestingly, meta-analyses of

multiple randomized trials that compared TKIs and chemo-

therapy confirmed the superiority of TKIs and, unexpectedly,

revealed that the hazard ratio of progression-free survival for

tumors with Del19 was 50% greater than the ratio calculated

for tumors with L858R.9 Another interesting difference relates

to the mechanism of kinase activation: while it is well known

that wild-type EGFR requires dimerization for proper

signaling,10,11 most kinase-activating mutations induce an

active conformation of the enzyme that is independent of

ligand-induced dimerization.12 For example, exon 19 deletions,

exon 20 insertions, and the dual L858R/T790M EGFR mutant

do not require dimerization. This contrasts with the L858R

mutant, which depends on dimerization.13 Importantly, crystal

structures of a complex comprising the extracellular region of

EGFR and the antigen binding fragment of cetuximab, an

anti-EGFR antibody that is clinically approved for patients

with colorectal, head, and neck tumors, revealed that the anti-

body partially occludes the ligand binding region and sterically

prevents the receptor from adopting the extended conforma-

tion required for dimerization.14

The reviewed observations predicted that cetuximab would

inhibit tumors carrying the L858R mutation, but lung tumors

expressing other EGFR mutants will show no responses.

Reminiscent of this prediction, a second-generation TKI, afa-

tinib, cannot overcome resistance when used alone, but a

phase Ib trial of patients who acquired TKI resistance found

that the combination of afatinib and cetuximab resulted in a

response rate of 29%.15 Along this line, combining cetuximab

and chemotherapy yielded statistically significant, albeit small

effects on patients with lung cancer.16 In aggregate, these ob-

servations raise the possibility that L858R might serve as a

biomarker able to predict responses to cetuximab. However,

such responses are likely diluted because clinical trials do

not regularly stratify patients on the basis of their L858 status.

To examine this prediction, we employed patient-derived xe-

nografts (PDXs) and other models. As predicted, cetuximab

monotherapy completely inhibited relapses of L858R models,

but tumors harboring other mutations rapidly relapsed post

treatment with either cetuximab or TKIs. Further assays sup-

ported the in vivo observations: cetuximab and certain other

anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) inhibited growth of

L858R-EGFR-expressing cells but Del19- and T790M-ex-

pressing cells were not affected by cetuximab. Interestingly,

unlike TKIs, which elevated reactive oxygen species (ROS)

and induced robust cell death, mAb treatments only moder-

ately associated with apoptosis, but they accelerated the

rate of EGFR degradation and downregulated multiple recep-

tor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) that have previously been impli-

cated in drug resistance. In addition, cetuximab uncoupled

EGFR from a mutation-prone DNA replication pathway

involving AXL, RAD18, and the mono-ubiquitinated form of

PCNA. Taken together, our results warrant clinical tests aimed

at genome-based immunotherapeutic treatments that mini-

mize the use of TKIs and avoid engagement of mutagenic

DNA replication.
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RESULTS

Certain anti-EGFR mAbs decrease viability of cells
expressing L858R-EGFR by inhibiting the FOXM1-
aurora kinase pathway, but cells expressing other EGFR
mutants are unaffected
Because kinase-activating mutations other than L858R pro-

mote a dimerization-independent active conformation of

EGFR’s kinase domain12 but the L858R mutant depends on re-

ceptor dimerization,13 we tested the effect of a dimerization-

inhibitory antibody, cetuximab,14 on NSCLC cells expressing

EGFR-L858R (Figures 1A and S1A). As predicted, a colorimetric

test revealed that cetuximab inhibited two L858R-expressing

cells (H3255 and 11-18), but it did not affect five other NSCLC

cell lines: PC9, HCC4006, HCC2935 (EGFR-E746_A750),

PC9ER (E746_A750 and T790M), and H1975 cells (L858R and

T790M). Interestingly, HCC827 cells (Del19-EGFR) represent

an exception17 that might be explained by receptor overexpres-

sion (Figure S1B) due to high gene copy number.18 As control,

we used trastuzumab, an anti HER2mAb, which was ineffective,

but a combination of cetuximab and trastuzumab (2XmAbs) was

inhibitory. Next, we counted surviving cells post treatment with

increasing doses of cetuximab. This experiment confirmed that

cetuximab inhibits L858R-expressing cells (Figure S1C). In

addition, we asked if other anti-EGFR antibodies might inhibit

growth of L858R+ cells. Three additional mAbs were tested:

panitumumab, a clinically approved mAb that shares antigenic

specificity with cetuximab, and two murine mAbs, 111 and

565. Previous analyses reported that mAb111 binds with

EGFR without significantly inhibiting the binding of cetuximab,

but mAb565 can compete with cetuximab for EGFR.19 In line

with these observations, panitumumab and mAb565 inhibited

growth of H3255 and 11-18 cells but mAb111 only weakly

retarded growth of these cell lines (Figure 1B). As expected,

neither antibody inhibited L858R-negative cells, with the excep-

tion of HCC827 cells that responded weakly to panitumumab

(Figure S1D). Conceivably, mAb565 and panitumumab, like ce-

tuximab, better block EGFR dimerization, hence can retard cell

growth, but mAb111 cannot strongly impede growth because

this antibody engages an EGFR site distinct from the dimeriza-

tion site.

To uncover mechanisms that underlie the inhibitory effect of

cetuximab, we applied immunoblotting on extracts derived

from antibody-treated lung cancer cells. This experiment de-

tected moderate upregulation of several markers of apoptosis

in cells treated with either cetuximab alone or a mixture of cetux-

imab and trastuzumab (Figures 1C and S1E). Alongside, we

observed downregulation of survivin, an anti-apoptosis protein,

and reduced abundance of the intact form of caspase-3. Next,

we referred to our previous study,20 in which we showed that

prevention of tumor relapses may be achieved by inhibiting a

well-characterized pathway comprising FOXM1, aurora kinase

A (AURKA), and a few regulators of mitosis and cytokinesis.21

Along this line, we observed antibody-induced downregulation

of FOXM1, AURKA, and survivin in both H3255 and 11-18 cells

(Figure 1C), but L858R-negative cells displayed no consistent ef-

fects of cetuximab on AURKA, survivin, and FOXM1. However,

treatment of HCC827 cells with cetuximab inhibited the



Figure 1. An anti-EGFR antibody decreases viability of lung cancer cell lines expressing L858R-EGFR but it does not affect cells expressing

the E746_A750 deletion mutant (Del19) or T790M-EGFR

(A) H3255 cells (23 104; L858R), along with 11-18 (53 103; L858R), PC9 (33 103; Del19), PC9ER (33 103; Del19 and T790M), and H1975 cells (53 103; L858R

and T790M), were seeded in 96-well plates and treated for 72 h with cetuximab, trastuzumab (anti-HER2), or the combination of antibodies (2XmAbs) at 5, 10, or

20 mg/mL. Cell viability was assessed using the MTT assay. Data are presented as means ± SEM of three biological replicates.

(B) The indicated NSCLC cell lines (H3255, 23 104 cells; 11-18, 53 103; PC9 and PC9ER, each at 33 103) were seeded in 96-well plates and later treated for 72 h

with the indicated anti-EGFR antibodies (each at 10 mg/mL). Cell viability was assessed using the MTT assay. Results are presented as means + SEM of three

biological replicates. Significance was assessed using one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001,

****p < 0.0001; ns, not significant.

(C) H3255, 11-18 and PC9 cells were treated for 48 h with cetuximab (Cetux., 10 mg/mL), trastuzumab (Trast., 10 mg/mL), or 2XmAbs (cetuximab + trastuzumab,

each at 5 mg/mL). Protein extracts were resolved, blotted and probed with antibodies specific to the indicated apoptosis and cell-cycle markers, including an

antibody specific to the cleaved form of caspase-3 (Cl.Casp.3). Vinculin and GAPDH were used as gel loading controls. See also Figures S1 and S2.
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FOXM1 pathway and upregulated BIM and pH2AX (also called

gH2AX; Figure S1E). It is interesting to note that both AURKA22

and FOXM123 have previously been implicated in resistance to

TKIs, implying that by inhibiting the FOXM1-AURKA survival

pathway, cetuximab can inhibit NSCLC cells expressing
L858R-EGFR. Altogether, our data confirmed that certain anti-

EGFR antibodies can effectively inhibit L858R-EGFR-expressing

cells, but they are not inhibitory toward all exon 19 deletion mu-

tants of EGFR that were available to us, with the exception of

HCC827 cells.
Cell Reports Medicine 4, 101142, August 15, 2023 3
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Cetuximab elicits nuclear translocation of FOXO3A in
L858R-expressing cells, but osimertinib induces the
translocation in a mutation type-independent manner
FOXM1 is suppressed mainly by another forkhead box tran-

scription factor, FOXO3A, that can initiate apoptosis and cell-

cycle arrest by activating BIM and p27Kip1.24 Because oxida-

tive damage and other stressors stabilize and translocate

FOXO3A into the nucleus, which permits suppression of

FOXM1, we used immunofluorescence. As demonstrated in

Figure S2 (upper part), under resting conditions FOXO3A was

mostly cytoplasmic, but treatment with either cetuximab or osi-

mertinib promoted its nuclear translocation. Importantly, anal-

ysis of cells that do not respond to cetuximab detected osimer-

tinib-induced nuclear localization of the FOXO3A tumor

suppressor, but cetuximab treatment failed translocating

FOXO3A (lower part of Figure S2). Taken together, these obser-

vations indicated that treatment with cetuximab promotes nu-

cleocytoplasmic transport of FOXO3A to inhibit FOXM1 and

cell growth. However, this mechanism appears relevant only

to H3255 (L858R-EGFR) cells, since it was not detectable in

PC9 cells (Exon19Del-EGFR).

Treatment with either osimertinib or cetuximab reduces
KI67 staining but the TKI initially decreases and later
increases the S-phase fraction of L858R+ cells
Next, we performed colony formation assays, which employed

the L858R-expressing H3255 and 11-18 cells. As expected, in-

cubation with cetuximab partly inhibited the ability of H3255 (Fig-

ure S3A) and 11-18 cells (Figure 2A) to form colonies, but osimer-

tinib almost completely prevented colony formation and

cetuximab did not affect PC9 cells. Consistent with these obser-

vations, both L858R+ cell lines displayed lower KI67 staining,

which marks proliferating cells, following treatment with cetuxi-

mab (Figure 2B), but the antibody did not change KI67 levels in

PC9 cells (Figure S3B).

In contrast with the partial effects of cetuximab on L858R+ cell

lines, osimertinib treatment almost completely eliminated KI67

expression in all cell lines. Congruent with the partial vs. nearly

complete anti-proliferation effects of cetuximab and osimertinib,

respectively, we observed similar effects when analyzing three

markers of apoptosis: BIM, a predictor of clinical benefit from

TKIs,25 cleaved caspase-3, and survivin (Figure 2C). Immuno-

blotting extracts prepared after treatment of the L858R+ cell lines

with either osimertinib or erlotinib confirmed that the apoptosis

markers were strongly elevated, whereas survivin was clearly

downregulated (Figure 2C). Still, consistently weaker effects on

caspase-3 cleavage were observed following treatments with

cetuximab. Furthermore, in line with the other results presented

in Figure 2, we observed no effects of cetuximab on PC9 cells

(Figure 2C). In conclusion, both cetuximab and TKIs can inhibit

proliferation of and colony formation by L858R-expressing cells

by means of inducing apoptosis, but in general the effects of the

TKIs were stronger and extended to cells expressing other

mutant alleles of EGFR.

To unravel longer-term effects of cetuximab and osimerti-

nib, we made use of Fucci, a fluorescent cell-cycle indicator.26

Lentiviruses were used to infect 11-18 cells that were treated

for as long as 9 days. Next, we used high-content imaging to
4 Cell Reports Medicine 4, 101142, August 15, 2023
measure fluorescence intensity of green and red signals and

determine the proliferating fraction of cells (S-phase), arrested

cells (G1-phase), and other fractions (G2-M). Figure S3C

presents the population averages obtained by using

CellProfiler.27 Note that we stopped taking measurements

once confluence was reached. As shown, osimertinib

initially induced growth arrest (lower S-phase fraction and

higher G1 fraction) of L858R+ cells, but this was followed

by up- and downregulation of the S and G1 fractions,

respectively. This pattern likely reflects emergence of osimer-

tinib-tolerant cells, but no similar phenotype was induced by

the antibody.

When tested on L858R+ cells, both cetuximab and
kinase inhibitors downregulate compensatory RTKs and
inactivate AKT and ERK
To effectively inhibit NSCLC harboring EGFR mutations, anti-

EGFR drugsmust block not only EGFR but also a set of compen-

satory RTKs that converge on activation of the AKT and ERK sur-

vival pathways. In addition to two family members of EGFR,

HER2 and HER3,28,29 two other RTKs, MET30,31 and AXL,32 are

able to mediate survival when EGFRs are blocked. Western

blot analyses of cetuximab-treated H3255 cells (L858R+)

confirmed reduced levels of the active forms of ERK and AKT

(Figure 3A). Likewise, we observed simultaneous downregula-

tion of EGFR, HER2, HER3, MET, and AXL. Importantly, treat-

ment with either erlotinib (50 nM) or osimertinib (50 nM) yielded

similar inhibitory effects. While analyses of the less-character-

ized L858R-EGFR+ cell line, 11-18, similarly confirmed drug-

induced decreases in pERK and pAKT, we observed variable re-

sponses at the RTK level (Figure 3B). In contrast, our control

cells, PC9 (E746_A750), did not respond to cetuximab, although

they responded to the TKIs in terms of pEGFR, pAKT, pERK, and

the compensatory RTKs (Figure 3C). In summary, congruent with

the ability of both cetuximab and TKIs to inhibit L858R+ cells,

these two different classes of drugs intercept in vitro the same

survival pathways while inactivating RTK-mediated evasion

routes.

Cetuximab shares with TKIs the ability to intercept
mitosis by inhibiting KIF4A and upregulating p27Kip1,
but this occurs only in L858R-EGFR+ cells
FOXM1 and FOXO3 integrate AKT and ERK signals to regulate

transcription of aurora kinases, cyclins, and kinesins such as

KIF4A, which has been implicated in chromosome segregation33

and cell-cycle control.24 Accordingly, resistance to a wide vari-

ety of anti-cancer drugs is linked to deregulated FOXM1 and

aurora signaling.24,34 To analyze the ability of cetuximab and

TKIs to harness this pathway, we employed H3255 (L858R; sen-

sitive to cetuximab, erlotinib, and osimertinib), PC9 (E746_A750;

sensitive to erlotinib and osimertinib), and PC9ER cells (T790M

and E746_A750; sensitive to osimertinib, see Figures 3D–3F).

Along with downregulation of FOXM1 by all drugs, we observed

decreased abundance of three of FOXM1’s targets, AURKA, cy-

clinB1, and KIF4A, in H3255 cells. Concurrently, the cyclin-

dependent kinase inhibitor p27Kip1 was strongly induced, in

line with a previous report.35 Curiously, we also observed

drug-inducible putative cleavage of p27Kip1. Interestingly, loss



Figure 2. Both cetuximab and osimertinib

reduce proliferation and induce apoptosis

of cells driven by L858R-EGFR, but only osi-

mertinib inhibits cells expressing Del19-

EGFR

(A) 11-18 (L858R-EGFR) and PC9 (Del19-EGFR)

cells were seeded on six-well plates and on the

next day they were treated for 48 h with cetuximab

(Cetux., 10 mg/mL) or osimertinib (Osim., 50 nM for

PC9 or 500 nM for 11-18 cells). Thereafter cells

were treated with trypsin and counted. Five thou-

sand (11-18) or 150 (PC9) cells were seeded in six-

well plates to allow colony formation. Media

(without drugs) were refreshed once every 3 days.

After 14 days, cells were fixed and stained with

crystal violet. For image quantification, five

different fields were quantified per sample using

ImageJ. Signals were normalized to the control

wells. Values represent mean + SEM of three bio-

logical replicates. Significance was assessed us-

ing one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s multi-

ple comparison test. ****p < 0.0001; ns, not

significant.

(B) H3255 and 11-18 cells were seeded on cover-

slips and treated for 48 or 72 h, respectively, with

cetuximab (Cetux., 10 mg/mL) or osimertinib

(Osim., 50 nM for H3255 and 500 nM for 11-18

cells). Cells were fixed in paraformaldehyde (4%)

and incubated with an anti-KI67 antibody, followed

by an Alexa Fluor 555-conjugated secondary

antibody. DAPI (blue) was used to stain nuclei.

Images were captured using confocal microscopy

(403 magnification). The number of KI67-positive

cells was normalized to the total number of nuclei.

The signals shown in the graph bars are relative to

Control. Scale bars, 20 mm. Values represent

mean + SEM of three biological replicates. Signif-

icance was assessed using one-way ANOVA fol-

lowed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.

***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.

(C) H3255, 11-18 and PC9 cells were treated for

48 h with cetuximab (Cetux., 10 mg/mL), erlotinib or

osimertinib (Erlot. or Osim., 500 nM for 11-18, or

50 nM for the other cell lines). Protein extracts were

blotted and probed with specific antibodies. Vin-

culin was used as the gel loading control. See also

Figure S3.
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of sensitivity to cetuximab associated with disappearance of the

lower form (Figure 3E). Furthermore, this form characterized

PC9ER cells treated with osimertinib, but it was lost when cells

were treated with drugs to which they acquired resistance (Fig-

ure 3F). Importantly, PC9ER cells displayed no mAb- (or erloti-

nib)-induced downregulation of FOXM1 and its three direct tar-

gets, and the phosphorylated form of histone H2A (gamma

H2A.X) was induced only by osimertinib. In conclusion, the

data we presented reinforce the ability of cetuximab to partly

mimic TKIs in terms of activating growth inhibitory pathways as

long as L858R-EGFR exists in the absence of other EGFR

mutations.
Production of ROS and emergence of drug-tolerant
persister cells differentiate between treatments using
osimertinib or cetuximab
Newly acquired resistance to TKIs is frequently due to the emer-

gence of on-target secondary mutations, but resistance tomAbs

often associates with non-mutational adaptations.36 Because

endogenous production of ROS is considered a major driver of

stress-induced mutations, we assayed hydrogen peroxide

(H2O2) production in cells that were treated for 8 h with either ce-

tuximab or osimertinib. The assay was based on a cell-permeant

fluorogenic dye, 20,70-dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCFDA), that

measures hydroxyl, peroxyl, and other ROS activities. Following
Cell Reports Medicine 4, 101142, August 15, 2023 5



Figure 3. Unlike cells expressing other

EGFR mutants, the FOXM1 pathway and

compensatory RTKs are inhibited in L858R

expressors following cetuximab treatment

(A–C) H3255 (L858R-EGFR), 11-18 (L858R-EGFR),

and PC9 cells (Del19-EGFR) were treated for 24 h

with cetuximab (10 mg/mL), or erlotinib or osi-

mertinib (500 nM for 11-18; 50 nM for the other cell

lines). Protein extracts were resolved and probed

with antibodies specific to the indicated receptors

and downstream pathways. GAPDH was used as

the loading control.

(D–F) The indicated cell lines, including PC9ER

(Del19 and T790M EGFR), were treated for 48 h

with cetuximab (10 mg/mL), erlotinib, or osimertinib

(each at 50 nM). Protein extracts were resolved,

blotted, and probed with antibodies specific to

components of the FOXM1 and other pathways.

GAPDH and vinculin were used to ensure equal gel

loading.
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cellular uptake, DCFDA is deacetylated by cellular esterases to a

non-fluorescent compound, which is oxidized by ROS into

20,70-dichlorofluorescein (DCF). While treatment with cetuximab

did not detectably alter the basal level of ROS, we observed

significantly elevated ROS levels following treatments of either

L858R- (H3255 and 11-18) or Del19-expressing cells (PC9 and

HCC827) with the TKI (Figures 4A and 4B). Next, we extended

the analysis to the highly reactive superoxide anion (O2
�), which

was assayed using DHE (dihydroethidium). Similar to the results

obtained with DCF, in TKI-treated cells we observed approxi-

mately 2- to 3-fold increases in the DHE signal (Figures S4A

and S4B). As with DCFDA, cetuximab induced no detectable su-

peroxide anions and the effect of osimertinib was independent

from EGFR’s mutant alleles. Taken together, the absence of

detectable mAb-induced effect on ROS production raised the
6 Cell Reports Medicine 4, 101142, August 15, 2023
possibility that, in contrast to TKIs, anti-

body treatments might not be followed

by mutagenesis and drug tolerance.

As a prelude to in vivo tests of this pre-

diction, we employed a previously

described drug tolerance assay.37 In anal-

ogy to drug-tolerant persister (DTP) bac-

teria,38 a small subpopulation of cancer

cells demonstrates recurring tolerance,

which might precede de novo mutagen-

esis.39–41 Consistent with such models,

prolonged treatments with osimertinib

almost completely eradicated all H3255,

PC9, and HCC827 cells, but very small

fractions survived the treatment (Fig-

ure 4C). In contrast, approximately 40%

of H3255 cells survived similar treatments

that made use of cetuximab. As ex-

pected, PC9 cells were not affected by

the antibody. Interestingly, HCC827 cells

displayed an intermediary response,

probably due to high expression of
EGFR. The observed different outcomes reinforced the possibil-

ity that DTP cells will repopulate TKI-treated tumors, but anti-

body treatment, which associates with no oxidative stress, might

involve only limited relapses.

Cetuximab and osimertinib similarly inhibit L858R+

spheroids and xenografts but the effect of cetuximab on
Del19-EGFR models is heterogeneous
To test the prediction that treatments with cetuximab might

inhibit tumorigenic growth of H3255 cells, we firstly attempted

xenograft studies. However, due to the very slow rate of

in vitro growth of these cells, our experiments were underpow-

ered. As an alternative, we established a 3D model (spheroids)

of H3255 cells, an experimental strategy that phenocopies

some in vivo effects of anti-cancer drugs.42 As shown in



Figure 4. In contrast to treatments with

TKIs, cetuximab induces noROS production

or emergence of persister cells

(A) PC9 (Del19-EGFR), H3255 (L858R-EGFR),

HCC827 (Del19-EGFR), and 11-18 (L858R-EGFR)

cells were treated for 8 h with cetuximab (Cetux.,

10 mg/mL) or osimertinib (Osim., 500 nM for 11-18;

50 nM for the other cell lines). NAC (N-acetyl-L-

cysteine; 10 mM) was used as a ROS scavenger.

DCFDA (2ʹ,7ʹ-dichlorofluorescin diacetate) was

employed for determining the intracellular content

of hydrogen peroxide. Representative images of

epifluorescence microscopy (original magnifica-

tion, 3100) are shown. Scale bar, 200 mm

(B) Shown are quantifications of the hydrogen

peroxide fluorescence signals from (A)

(mean +SEM of three biological replicates). Sig-

nificance was assessed using one-way ANOVA

followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.

*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.

(C) H3255, PC9, and HCC827 cells were seeded

on six-well plates at high confluence and on the

next day they were treated for 9 days with either

cetuximab (Cetux., 10 mg/mL) or osimertinib

(Osim., 300 nM). Media and drugs were refreshed

once every 3 days. After 9 days, cells were fixed

and stained with crystal violet. Images corre-

sponding to five different fields were quantified

using ImageJ. The experiment was repeated

thrice. Representative images and the respective

histograms are shown. Signals were normalized to

the control. Values represent mean + SEM of three

biological replicates. Significance was assessed

using one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s

multiple comparison test. Scale bars, 200 mm.

**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001; ns, not

significant. See also Figure S4.
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Figures S5A and S5B, when grown under low attachment con-

ditions, H3255 cells developed well-rounded spheroids, but

both cetuximab and osimertinib strongly inhibited spheroid for-

mation. Because PC9 cells were unable to form spheroids, we

assessed the growth of this cell line under low attachment con-

ditions. As expected, osimertinib impaired formation of PC9’s

irregular 3D structures, which were not affected by cetuximab

(Figure S5C). In conclusion, in similarity to 2D monolayers,

both cetuximab and osimertinib can inhibit 3D growth of

H3255 cells (L858R+), but only osimertinib can inhibit 3D growth

of PC9 cells (Del19+).
Cell Repo
Next, we implanted 11-18 cells in

mice and, after tumors became

palpable, randomized all animals in

groups that were either untreated or

treated with cetuximab or osimertinib.

The results presented in Figures 5A

and S6A confirmed that cetuximab, like

osimertinib, caused rapid shrinkage of

all tumors, followed by prolonged

inhibition of tumor regrowth post treat-

ment ending. Note that neither drug

significantly affected body weight
(Figure S6B). These observations supported the in vitro data

and proposed that cetuximab and osimertinib are equally

effective when applied on L858R+ cells. The above-described

animal studies were next replicated using two non-L858R an-

imal models: PC9 and HCC827 (Figures 5B and 5C; see

curves of survival and body weight in Figures S6A and S6B).

Although treatments lasted only 3–5 weeks, tumor volumes

were monitored for several additional weeks. As expected,

the results obtained with the PC9 xenografts confirmed that

cetuximab treatment falls short of preventing relapses in this

model. Nevertheless, relative to osimertinib, cetuximab better
rts Medicine 4, 101142, August 15, 2023 7



Figure 5. Cetuximab inhibits relapses of an-

imal models carrying either L858R-EGFR

(11-18) or an overexpressed Del19-EGFR

(HCC827), but a model expressing normal

levels of Del19-EGFR (PC9) does not

respond to cetuximab

11-18 (A, 1 3 107 cells/mouse), PC9 (B, 3 3 106/

mouse), or HCC827 cells (C, 43 106/mouse) were

subcutaneously implanted in the flanks of CD1-nu/

nu mice. When tumors became palpable, mice

were randomized in groups of 5–7 animals (each)

that were treated (gray areas) for 58 days (A) or

21 days (B and C) with cetuximab (0.2 mg/mouse/

injection) once every 3 days, or daily with either

osimertinib (10 mg/kg/day in A or 5 mg/kg in C) or

erlotinib (50 mg/kg/day in B). Shown are tumor

volumes of individual mice from each group. Ani-

mal numbers per group are indicated (N). See also

Figures S5 and S6.
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delayed onset of resistance. Surprisingly, but in accordance

with Figure S1A, HCC827 xenografts responded to both treat-

ments (Figure S6A). This implies that the antibody is especially

effective when EGFR is highly expressed due to gene

amplification.18

Patient-derived L858R+ tumors displayed no relapses
post cetuximab treatment, but Del19+ tumors did not
respond to the antibody
In the next step, we analyzed PDXs, which represent tumor

heterogeneity better than other xenografts.43 Three models

were selected: TM00199 and TM00253, both expressing

L858R-EGFR, and TM00193, which expresses E746_A750

Del19-EGFR. Mice bearing pre-established tumors were

randomized in three groups: untreated, cetuximab treated,

and TKI treated. Note that we employed NSG mice, which

have no active T cells, B cells, NK cells, and dendritic cells,

and applied a drug holiday to examine early relapses. In addi-

tion, we kept following both body weight and tumor volume

after ending all treatments. The individual tumor growth

curves are presented in Figures 6A–6C, and graphs depicting

animal survival and body weight are shown in Figures S7A and

S7B. In sharp contrast to the relapses experienced by all TKI-

treated mice and the cetuximab-treated Del19-EGFR group,

no mAb-treated L858R+ mouse displayed post-treatment re-

lapses, or lost body weight, although animals were followed

for 49-120 additional days. Importantly, and in keeping with

the other lines of evidence, relatively short mAb treatments
8 Cell Reports Medicine 4, 101142, August 15, 2023
were sufficient for complete eradication

of the L858R+ models. In summary,

despite their intrinsic heterogeneity, the

PDX models indicated that cetuximab

can rapidly inhibit pre-established

tumors harboring L858R-EGFR, as well

as durably block relapses. This

contrasts with the uniform relapses

we observed post TKI treatments,

which underscores the superiority of
cetuximab and the specificity of its inhibitory effect to the

L858R mutation.

Molecular analyses of drug-treated PDXs unveils the
molecular mechanisms that likely underlie cetuximab’s
therapeutic superiority
To address mechanisms underlying cetuximab’s superiority in

terms of preventing relapses, we repeated the TM00199

(L858R+) experiment with four animals per experimental arm.

Mice were treated, or not, for only 7 days before tumor extrac-

tion. Figures 7A and 7B present the growth curves and relative

tumor volumes at the time of excision. While they were shrinking

under drugs, both cetuximab- and TKI-treated tumors exhibited

nearly complete inhibition of EGFR phosphorylation (Figure 7C).

However, in the cetuximab group this was due to mAb-induced

EGFR degradation, whereas in the TKI group this was due pri-

marily to kinase inhibition. Importantly, all five receptors previ-

ously implicated in resistance to TKIs, namely AXL, HER3,

MET, HER2, and IGF1R, underwentmore extensive downregula-

tion when mice were treated with cetuximab. In line with this, ce-

tuximab treatment associated with stronger inhibition of pERK.

In addition, both drugs decreased survivin and increased BIM

(Figure 7D), as well as downregulated FOXM1 and its transcrip-

tional targets, AURKA, KIF4A, and cyclinB1 (Figure 7E).

Of the RTKs that undergo compensatory upregulation, the

relevance of AXL to drug resistance is well understood. AXL’s

ligand, GAS6, serves as a sensor of cell death, and although

we observed no effects on GAS6, in all cetuximab-treated



Figure 6. Cetuximab treatment prevents re-

lapses of two PDX models expressing

L858R-EGFR but a third model expressing

Del19-EGFR does not respond to the anti-

body

NSG mice were pre-implanted with tumor frag-

ments derived from three different PDX models:

TM00199 (PDX1, L858R-EGFR) (A), TM00253

(PDX2, L858R-EGFR) (B), and TM00193

(E746_A750 Del19-EGFR) (C). Once tumors

reached approximately 500 mm3, mice were

treated for 5 weeks (A and B) or 3 weeks (C), as

indicated by the gray areas. Shown are tumor

volumes corresponding to individual mice. The

drugs were administered as follows: cetuximab

(0.2 mg/intraperitoneal injection), twice a week, or

TKIs, either erlotinib (50 mg/kg) or osimertinib

(10 mg/kg), which were orally administered daily.

Animal numbers per group are indicated (N). Note

that each color represents one animal. See also

Figure S7.
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mice we noted strong downregulation of RAD18, another AXL

binder44 (Figure 7F). Notably, AXL activates RAD18,41 which en-

hances ubiquitination of proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA)

and consequent recruitment of mutagenic DNA polymerases to

stalled replication forks.45 In accord, treatment of mice with ce-

tuximab decreased both Ub1-PCNA and total PCNA, as well as

downregulated the error-prone DNA polymerase kappa (Fig-

ure 7F). In addition, both cetuximab- and TKI-treated tumors dis-

played downregulation of several DNA repair proteins, including

mismatch repair (MMR) enzymes. Analogously, it has been re-

ported that a combination of cetuximab and a kinase inhibitor

downregulated several MMR genes.40 Taken together, the

results presented in Figure 7 propose that cetuximab might pre-

vent tumor relapses due to its ability to inhibit the AXL-to-RAD18/

PCNA mutagenic pathway.

In summary, our study identified L858R as a potential predic-

tive biomarker and uncovered a clear advantage of cetuximab

over TKIs in terms of preventing relapses of L858R-EGFR tu-

mors. In addition, among all other cell lines tested, carrying

EGFR mutations other than L858R, we confirmed that HCC827

cells (Del19-EGFR) respond to EGFR mAbs, but the mechanism

underlying the sensitivity of this model remains unknown.

Although cetuximab and TKIs share several functional features,

as shown herein, they employ remarkably different mechanisms:

accelerated EGFR downregulation, inhibition of receptor dimer-

ization, and blocking compensatory pathways in the case of ce-

tuximab, vs. kinase inhibition and increased apoptosis due to

elevated ROS levels in the case of osimertinib. In addition, while
Cell Repo
both classes of drugs inhibit the FOXM1-

AURKA axis, analysis of tumor extracts

attributed to cetuximab a stronger down-

stream effect, at the level of pERK. It is

also important to note that all six RTKs

that are trans-regulated by the two drugs

(i.e., EGFR, HER2, HER3, IGF1R, MET,

and AXL) undergo stronger in vivo down-

regulation by cetuximab compared with
osimertinib. These differences extend to RAD18, which interacts

with AXL and coordinates mutagenic DNA polymerases. Thus,

beyond the identification of L858R as a predictive biomarker,

our study sheds light on the basic mechanisms of drug

resistance.

DISCUSSION

Identification of new biomarkers able to predict responses to

molecular targeted drugs is the essence of contemporary cancer

therapy research.46 By identifying L858R as a potential

biomarker in NSCLC, the experiments we describe herein offer

an alternative to the current standard of care of patients with

lung cancer. Stated differently, treatment of L858R+ tumors

with cetuximab, rather than osimertinib, might prevent or delay

the relapses that characterize TKI-treated L858R+ patients. A

recent meta-analysis of data from 21 clinical trials, including

approximately 5,800 patients with lung cancer,47 seems to sup-

port our conclusion. According to the recent report, the best

first-line therapeutic outcome for L858R-mutated NSCLC was

achieved by a combination of a second-generation TKI, afatinib,

plus cetuximab. However, this was not the case for patients with

tumors harboring deletions in exon 19 of EGFR. In addition to the

identification of L858R as a putative biomarker, our study in-

vokes several interesting lessons in drug resistance. For

instance, while acquisition of new on-target mutations frequently

heralds patient resistance to anti-cancer TKIs (e.g., imatinib and

osimertinib), acquired resistance to antibodies such as rituximab
rts Medicine 4, 101142, August 15, 2023 9



Figure 7. Immunoblot analyses of extracts

derived from a PDX model (L858R-EGFR)

uncover differences between the modes of

action of cetuximab and osimertinib

(A and B) NSGmicewere pre-implantedwith tumor

fragments derived from the PDX model TM00199

(L858R-EGFR). Once tumors reached approxi-

mately 500 mm3, mice were randomized into

groups of four animals each, which were untreated

(Control), or treated for 1 week only with either

cetuximab (0.2 mg/injection, twice a week), or

osimertinib (10 mg/kg, daily). Thereafter, all tumors

were removed and their volumes were determined

(A). Also shown are growth curves of individual

tumors (B). The timing of tumor excisions is

marked by red arrows.

(C–F) Cleared whole extracts of individual tumors

were resolved and probed with the indicated an-

tibodies, with the aim of evaluating signaling

pathways (C), apoptosis markers (D), cell-cycle

markers (E), and specific components of the DNA

damage response (F). Vinculin and GAPDH were

used as gel loading controls.
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and cetuximab rarely involves emergence of newmutations.48,49

Below we focus on the medical and other implications of our re-

sults and deal with their molecular bases.

Because early studies reported that lung cancer tissue shows

significantly increased EGFR staining compared with normal

lung,50 and animal xenografts of lung and other cancer cell lines

showed sensitivity to anti-EGFR antibodies,51 later studies

tested cetuximab in lung and other cancer trials that applied

mono- and combination therapies.52 These early efforts her-

alded the approval of cetuximab, in combination with either

chemotherapy or radiotherapy, for colorectal cancer (CRC) and

head/neck cancer, respectively.53,54 However, the lung cancer

efforts have remained fruitless. Subsequent reports found that

high expression of EGFR ligands, especially amphiregulin, might

serve as a biomarker of response of CRC patients to antibody
10 Cell Reports Medicine 4, 101142, August 15, 2023
plus chemotherapy regimens.55 Howev-

er, unlike CRC, in which such autocrine

mechanisms expose vulnerability to anti-

EGFR strategies, combining cetuximab

and chemotherapy yielded relatively

small, albeit consistent, effects on pa-

tients with lung cancer.16 Hence, acti-

vating EGFR mutations, which mimic au-

tocrine mechanisms, have emerged as

the most critical vulnerability of lung can-

cer. For example, applying a combination

of a TKI and cetuximab on first-line pa-

tients, or patients who already acquired

resistance to the first-generation TKIs, re-

ported either no efficacy56 or weak but

still significant clinical activity.15

Importantly, analysis of the latter clin-

ical trial reveals differences between the

mechanism we uncovered herein and

the mode of action of the cetuximab +
TKI combination.15 Firstly, while their results reported no efficacy

differences between patients without and with the T790M muta-

tion, our data predict that patients with mutations other than

L858R would be resistant to the antibody. Secondly, all our

L858R-EGFR animal models completely responded to cetuxi-

mab alone, such that the addition of a TKI might not improve ef-

ficacy. Practically, these differences translate to a requirement to

perform ultra-deep DNA sequencing to ensure absence of

T790M or any mutation other than L858R, in order for cetuximab

monotherapy to be effective. As detailed below, we attribute the

efficacy of cetuximab treatment to suppression of adaptive

mechanisms and evasion of intrinsic mutagenic processes. Yet

another mode of cetuximab action was revealed by a recent

study that applied brigatinib. According to this report, the novel

TKI collaborates with cetuximab because the antibody can
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decrease both surface and total EGFR expression.57 Thus, in

addition to the ability of cetuximab to inhibit EGFR dimerization,

this antibody might collaborate with TKIs in various different

ways that have previously been investigated.28

The remarkably different effects of osimertinib and cetuximab

monotherapies on relapses of L858R-EGFR tumors have not

been reported before. Beyond the potential clinical implications,

the ability of cetuximab to durably prevent relapses offers unex-

pected glimpses of the mechanisms underlying progression of

tumors while they are being treated with a TKI or a mAb. The

in vitro assays and animal comparative analyses portray the

following scenarios: although both treatments can inhibit the

FOXM1 pathway, cetuximab more strongly inhibited ERK. Like-

wise, mAb treatment more effectively reduced expression of all

five well-characterized compensatory RTKs, while causing

more extensive degradation of EGFR. Equally significant, unlike

the robust induction of ROS and apoptosis by TKIs, cetuximab

induced no ROS and only moderately elevated markers of

apoptosis. The following lines of evidence suggest that these

two highly different pharmacological scenarios are causally

linked to the induction of relapses in the case of TKIs and to

the avoidance of relapses in the case of cetuximab: (1) one of

the five compensatory RTKs that were more strongly sup-

pressed by cetuximab is AXL. When upregulated, AXL binds

with RAD18 and increases two endogenous mutators, a previ-

ously described purine mutational bias58 and low-fidelity DNA

polymerases.41 (2) According to another report, when treated

with a combination of cetuximab and a BRAF kinase inhibitor,

human CRC cells downregulate DNA repair genes and concom-

itantly upregulate error-prone DNA polymerases, a mechanism

that increases adaptive mutability and evades therapeutic pres-

sure.40 (3) According to a recent study, stress-inducedmutagen-

esis (SIM) was identified in multiple models of human cancer.59

Furthermore, the cited study identified the mechanistic target

of rapamycin as the molecule that mediates SIM.

In summary, the observations we made while contrasting the

responses of different EGFR mutants to TKIs and mAbs have

far-reaching clinical and mechanistic implications. The superior-

ity of cetuximab monotherapy over treatments using TKIs might

pave theway for relapse-free treatments of a large fraction of pa-

tients with EGFR+ lung cancer. Similarly important, our results

provide unexpected insights into drug resistance. Specifically,

many observations from various oncology indications have

shown that emergence of secondary mutations characterizes

acquired resistance to TKIs rather than to antibodies.48,49 Our

observations might explain this duality: ROS generation and

the associated extensive cell death, which typically accompany

treatments with TKIs, inevitably evoke mutagenesis and drug

resistance. In contrast, antibody treatments frequently involve

milder stress and only limited apoptosis, which translates to

evasion of adaptive mutability and no emergence of drug-resis-

tant clones. As evidence accumulates in support of this concept,

minimizing exposure of EGFR+ tumors to TKIs and application of

mAb treatments might become major goals of future research.

Limitations of the study
Herein, we are reporting our efforts to approach pre-treatment

selection of EGFR+ patients with NSCLC, based on the identity
of their specific EGFR mutations. Our approach made use of

in vitro and in vivo models (i.e., immunocompromised mice),

rather than humanized animals or human patients. While we

demonstrated antibody sensitivity of multiple cell lines and tu-

mors expressing L858R-EGFR, as well as attributed the underly-

ing mechanism to the dependency of L858R-EGFR on receptor

dimerization, one model, HCC827 cells, stood out from all other

Del19-EGFR models we tested. These cells displayed sensitivity

to cetuximab, although Del19-EGFR is known to be dimerization

independent. Presumably, the unexpected antibody sensitivity

of HCC827 cells is related to the extremely high overexpression

of EGFR in HCC827 cells. Notably, this knowledge gap must be

filled in if the current results are going to be translated in the

clinic. Nevertheless, if we are correct, the herein provided infor-

mation offers a promising path forward for targeted therapy for

subsets of EGFR mutated NSCLC.
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pHER3(Y1289), Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#4791; RRID:AB_2099709

IGF1Rb, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#9750; RRID:AB_10950969

AXL, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#8661; RRID:AB_11217435

MET, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#8198; RRID:AB_10858224

ERK1/2, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#4695; RRID:AB_390779

pERK1/2 (Y202/204), Rabbit polyclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#9101; RRID:AB_331646

AKT1, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#2938; RRID:AB_915788

pAKT (S473), Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#4060; RRID:AB_2315049

Caspase 3, Rabbit polyclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#9662; RRID:AB_331439

Cleaved Caspase 3 (D175), Rabbit polyclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#9661; RRID:AB_2341188

BIM, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#2933; RRID:AB_1030947

Survivin, Rabbit polyclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#2803; RRID:AB_490807

p27, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#3686; RRID:AB_2077850

gH2AX (S139), Rabbit Cell Signaling Technology Cat#2577; RRID:AB_2118010

AURKA, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#4718; RRID:AB_2061482

FOXM1, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#5436; RRID:AB_10692483

Cyclin B1, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#12231; RRID:AB_2783553

RAD18, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#9040; RRID:AB_2756446

GAS6, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#67202; RRID:AB_2799720

RAD51, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#8875; RRID:AB_2721109

Ub1-PCNA (K164), Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#13439; RRID:AB_2798219

PCNA, Mouse monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#2586; RRID:AB_2160343

FOXO3A, Rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#2497; RRID:AB_836876

KI67, Mouse monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#9449; RRID:AB_2797703

b-Actin, Rabbit polyclonal Cell Signaling Technology Cat#4967; RRID:AB_330288

GAPDH, Mouse monoclonal Millipore Cat#MAB374; RRID:AB_2107445

Vinculin, Mouse monoclonal Sigma-Aldrich Cat#V9264; RRID:AB_10603627

Pol h, Rabbit polyclonal Abcam Cat#ab234855

Pol k, Rabbit polyclonal Abcam Cat#ab86076; RRID:AB_1925334

MLH1, Rabbit monoclonal Abcam Cat#ab92312; RRID:AB_2049968

MSH2, Rabbit monoclonal Abcam Cat#ab92473; RRID:AB_10585291

KIF4A, Rabbit polyclonal Aviva Systems Biology Cat#OAGA05174; RRID:AB_2861368

BRCA1, Rabbit polyclonal Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat#sc-642; RRID:AB_630944

Anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 555-conjugated

secondary antibody

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-31570; RRID:AB_2536180

Anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 555-conjugated

secondary antibody

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-31572; RRID:AB_162543

Biological samples

Patient derived xenograft (PDX) TM00199 The Jackson Laboratory TM00199

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Patient derived xenograft (PDX) TM00193 The Jackson Laboratory TM00193

Patient derived xenograft (PDX) TM00253 The Jackson Laboratory TM00253

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Erlotinib LC Laboratories Cat#E�4997

Osimertinib Gift from Astrazeneca N/A

Cetuximab (Erbitux�) Merck N/A

Trastuzumab (Herceptin�) Roche N/A

Panitumumab (Vectibix�) Amgen N/A

mAb565 Generated in our lab19 N/A

mAb111 Generated in our lab19 N/A

NAC (N-acetyl-L-cysteine) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A9165; CAS:

616-91-1

DHE (Dihydroethidium) Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# D11347

DCFDA (2ʹ,7ʹ-Dichlorofluorescin Diacetate) Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#D399

Triton X-100 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#T8787; CAS:

9036-19-5

MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,

5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide)

Sigma-Aldrich Cat#M5655; CAS: 298-93-1

FITC-labeled phalloidin Sigma-Aldrich Cat#P5282

Critical commercial assays

FuGENE HD Transfection Reagent Promega Cat#E2311

Experimental models: Cell lines

H3255 National Cancer Institute (NCI) RRID:CVCL_6831

11–18 Riken BRC RRID:CVCL_6659

PC9 Gift from Julian Downward,

Francis Crick Institute, London

RRID:CVCL_B260

PC9ER Gift from Julian Downward,

Francis Crick Institute, London

N/A

HCC4006 ATCC Cat# CRL-2871; RRID:CVCL_1269

HCC2935 ATCC Cat# CRL-2869; RRID:CVCL_1265

HCC827 Gift from Ravid Straussman,

Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel

RRID:CVCL_2063

H1975 ATCC Cat# CRL-5908; RRID:CVCL_1511

HEK293T ATCC Cat# CRL-3216; RRID:CVCL_0063

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

CD1 nude mice (HsdHli:CD1-Foxn1nu) Envigo Israel N/A

NSG mice The Jackson Laboratory RRID:IMSR_JAX:005557

Recombinant DNA

Fucci(CA)2/pCSII-EF RIKEN BRC RDB15446

psPAX2 Addgene Plasmid #12260

pMD2.G Addgene Plasmid #12259

Software and algorithms

GraphPad Prism v8.0.2 GraphPad Software RRID:SCR_002798

ImageJ v1.53t National Institute of Health (NIH) RRID:SCR_003070

Cell Profiler v4.2.1 Broad Institute RRID:SCR_007358

Image Lab v6.0.1 Bio-Rad RRID:SCR_014210

ReViSP v2.3 Piccinini et al.60

Piccinini et al.61
N/A

IncuCyte S3 software Sartorius RRID:SCR_023147

R v4.2.1 The R Foundation RRID:SCR_001905
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the lead contact, Prof. Yosef

Yarden (yosef.yarden@weizmann.ac.il).

Materials availability
This study generated no unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d All data reported in this article will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to re-analyse the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODELS AND SUBJECTS DETAILS

Cell cultures
Human NSCLC (HCC4006, HCC2935, H1975) and HEK293T cells were obtained from the American Type Tissue Culture Collection

(ATCC, Bethesda,MD), theNational Institutes of Health (NCI; H3255 cells) and fromRiken BioResource ResearchCenter (Riken BRC;

11–18 cells, also called II-18). PC9/PC9ER and HCC827 were a gift from Julian Downward (Francis Crick Institute, London, UK) and

Ravid Straussman (Weizmann Institute of science, Rehovot, Israel), respectively. Cells were maintained in RPMI-1640 or DMEmedia

(for HEK293T) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and antibiotics. Cells were treated with the following drugs: erlotinib (LC Lab-

oratories), osimertinib (a gift from AstraZeneca), cetuximab (Merck), trastuzumab (Roche), panitumumab (Amgen), mAb565 and

mAb111 (generated in our lab19).

Animal studies
All animal studies were approved by our institutional board and they were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Insti-

tutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Mice were housed and handled in a pathogen-free, temperature-controlled

(22�C ± 1�C) facility on a 12 h light/dark cycle. Animals were fed a regular chow diet (2018 Teklad Global 18% Protein Rodent

Diet) and given ad libitum access to food and water. PC9 cells (3X106 cells per mouse), 11–18 cells (10X106 per mouse) or

HCC827 cells (4X106 per mouse) were subcutaneously injected in the right flanks of 6-weeks old CD1 female nude mice (Envigo

Israel). Once tumors reached a volume of approximately 500 mm3, mice were randomized into different groups and treated as indi-

cated. Kinase inhibitors were daily administered using oral gavage. Antibodies were administered twice a week using intraperitoneal

injection at a final dose of 0.2 mg/mouse/injection. The TM00193 (exon 19 deletion), TM00199 and TM00253 (L858R mutation) PDX

models were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory and implanted in 8–10 weeks old male and female NSG mice (The Jackson

Laboratory). Following euthanasia, tumors were removed from donor mice and cut into small fragments. A small pouch was

made in the lower back of each mouse and one fragment was later inserted into the pouch. The wound was closed using a surgical

clip. Clips were removed 4–5 days after surgery.Micewere labeledwith RF identification chips (from Troven). Tumors weremeasured

twice a week with a caliper, and body weight was measured once a week. Tumor volume was calculated using the formula

3.14Xshortest diameterX(longest diameter)2X1/6. Mice were euthanized when tumors reached approximately 1500 mm3 (PC9,

11–18 and HCC827 xenografts) or 1000 mm3 (PDX models).

METHOD DETAILS

Immunofluorescence analysis
Cells were grown on coverslips in 12-well plates. Following treatments, cells were fixed for 15 min at room temperature in parafor-

maldehyde (4%). This step was followed by extensive washes and permeabilization for 10 min in saline containing Triton X-100

(0.2%). Blocking was carried out for 60 min using bovine serum albumin (1%), followed by an overnight incubation at 4�C with a pri-

mary antibody (FOXO3A and KI67 antibodies). Thereafter, cells were washed, stained for 60 min in dark with an anti-mouse or anti-

rabbit Alexa Fluor 555- conjugated secondary antibody, and with DAPI (without or with FITC-labeled phalloidin). Images were

captured using a Zeiss Spinning disk confocal microscope and processed using the Zeiss ZEN 3.1 software.

Cell viability assays
Cell viability was assessed usingMTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide). PC9 (33 103 cells/well), 11–18

(53 103/well), H3255 (23 104/well), PC9ER (33 103 cells/well), H1975 cells (53 103/well), HCC827 (8X103 cells), HCC4006 (1X104)

and HCC2935 (1.5X104) were seeded in 96-well plates. On the next day, cells were treated for 72 h with the indicated drugs.
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Afterward, cells were incubated for 3 h at 37�C with the MTT solution (0.5 mg/mL). The formazan crystals formed by metabolically

active cells were dissolved in DMSO and the absorbance was determined at 570 nm.

Colony formation assays
Following 48-h long treatments, cells were seeded in 6-well plates at a density of 150–5000 cells per well, depending on the cell line,

to permit colony formation. Media (without drugs) were refreshed once every 3 days. After 14 days, cells were fixed for 20 min in ice-

cold methanol, followed by staining for 15 min at room temperature with 2% crystal violet. Full well photos were captured using an

EPSON PERFECTION 4870 Photo Scanner (Long Beach, CA, USA). For signal quantification, images corresponding to 5 non-over-

lapping fields were taken with a light microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and quantified using ImageJ.

Cell proliferation assays
Cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 1000 cells per well, and on the following day they were treated for 1, 3 or 7 dayswith

increasing concentrations of antibodies. At the indicated time points, cells were fixed in ice-cold methanol for 20 min at room tem-

perature, followed by staining for 15 min (at room temperature) with 2% crystal violet. Cell growth was quantified by dissolving the

cells in a detergent solution (2% SDS) and determining light absorbance (590 nm) using a microplate reader.

Cell cycle distribution using Fucci
The ubiquitination-based cell cycle indicator (Fucci),26 which enables real-time monitoring of interphase and cell-cycle progression,

was employed using 11–18 cells. Lentiviruses were packaged by co-transfecting HEK293T cells with Fucci(CA)2/pCSII-EF (RIKEN

BRC, Tsukuba, Japan), psPAX2 (Addgene, #12260) and pMD2.G (Addgene #12259), along with the Fugene HD reagent (from Prom-

ega). Fluorescent, virus transduced 11–18 cells were treated for 1–9 days in the absence or presence of drugs, which were refreshed

once every three days. A high-content imaging system (CV8000, from Yokogawa) was used to capture cellular images. The fluores-

cence intensity of green and red signals was used to determine the proliferating fraction of cells (S-phase), arrested cells (G1-phase)

and other fractions (G2-M). Analysis was performed using CellProfiler27 and the R software.

Spheroid assays
In Suspension: H3255 (3 3 104) or PC9 (1 3 104) cells were grown in suspension over a 0.6% agar layer diluted in full medium sup-

plemented with the indicated drugs. Non-overlapping fields of each well were photographed after 8–10 days using the OpTech IB4

microscope. The volume of H3255 spheroids was calculated using the ReViSP software.60,61 Flat cell layers were analyzed for the

percentage of covered area using the ImageJ software.

In Matrigel: 96-well plates were pre-coated with basement membrane extract (BME; 80%) and incubated for 30 min at 37�. There-
after, H3255 (5 3 104) and PC9 (1 3 103) cells were layered on top of the gelled BME, and cultured in 5% of BME diluted in drug-

containing medium. IncuCyte S3 Live-Cell was used to follow the multiple H3255 spheroids using time-lapse. Analyses were per-

formed using the IncuCyte S3 Software (v2018C). PC9 spheroids were analyzed using ImageJ.

Immunoblotting analyses
Protein extracts were prepared either from cell lines or from tumors extracted frommice. Tumors collected frommice were smashed

using the gentleMACS Dissociator in RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1 mM

EDTA, 1 mMNa3VO4 and a protease inhibitor cocktail). Cells were washed in saline and then extracted in RIPA buffer. Proteins were

separated using gel electrophoresis and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. After blocking, membranes were incubated over-

night with the indicated primary antibodies, followed by incubation with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies (1

h), and treatment with Clarity Western ECL Blotting Substrates (Bio-Rad). ECL signals were detected using the ChemiDoc Imaging

System (Bio-Rad) and images were acquired using the ImageLab Software. The antibodies used for immunoblotting were purchased

from Cell Signaling (anti- EGFR, pEGFR Y1068, HER2, pHER2 (Y1221/1222), HER3, pHER3 Y1289, IGF1Rb, AXL, MET, ERK1/2,

pERK1/2, AKT1, pAKT S473, caspase3, cleaved caspase3, BIM, survivin, p27, gH2AX, AURKA, FOXM1, cyclin B1, RAD18,

GAS6, RAD51, Ub1-PCNA, PCNA and b-actin). An anti-GAPDH antibody was obtained from Millipore and the anti-vinculin antibody

(V9264) was obtained from Sigma. The following antibodies were purchased from Abcam: anti- Pol h (ab234855), Pol k (ab86076),

MLH 1 (ab92312) and MSH 2 (ab92473). A KIF4A antibody (#OAGA05174) was obtained from Aviva Systems Biology and the anti-

BRCA1 (sc-642) antibody was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology.

ROS production assays
Cells were seeded in 6-well plates (70% confluency) and drugs were added and incubated for 8 h on the following day. Hydrogen

peroxide and anion superoxide levels were respectively determined using2ʹ,7ʹ-dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCFDA) or dihydroethi-

dium (DHE) at a final concentration of 10mM (diluted in Krebs-Ringer phosphate buffer). Cells were incubated for 30min in the dark at

37�C and under 5% CO2. After 30 min, the cells were washed twice in fresh Krebs-Ringer phosphate buffer. Finally, the cellular fluo-

rescence signal was recorded using epifluorescence microscopy (Olympus Corporation, Japan) at a wavelength of 500 nm (excita-

tion), and 580 nm emission for DCFDA, or 495/525 nm for DHE. Signals were quantified using ImageJ.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The GraphPad Prism (version 8.0.2) software was used to perform statistical analyses. Sample numbers and other information

(mean ± SEM or SD, number of replicates and specific statistical tests) are indicated in the respective figure legends. Differences

were considered statistically significant if p < 0.05. The ImageJ, Cell Profiler, R, Image Lab, ReViSP and IncuCyte S3 software pack-

ages were used to perform data analysis.
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